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Literacy – Reading  

1. Learning Intention – I can read a variety of 

texts. For something different read Scot’s 

writer, Rachel Plumber’s poem called ‘Superhero’ 

a poem about her mum and how she sees her as 

a superhero during lockdown.  

When I grow up I will become 

a superhero like my mum 

who doesn’t wear a lycra suit 

or hold a ray gun primed to shoot 

or swing from buildings on a web 

or fly like bullets overhead 

or drive a Batmobile and park it 

—my mum works in the supermarket. 

If there’s no food then no one eats: 

no hearty meals, no tasty treats, 

so heroes like my mum are working 

hard wherever hunger’s lurking. 

Produce scanner, box unpacker, 

super empty-shelf-restacker. 

So thank her for your daily bread— 

she goes to work to keep you fed 

and then comes home to hug me tight 

and read me stories every night. 

My mum the hero, hunger-mender, 

key worker and smile-defender. 

 

 2. Learning Intention – I can show 

understanding by answering questions on a text 

I have read.  It is Burns night tonight, 

celebrating the life of Robert Burns, a great 

Scottish poet and writer. Complete the reading 

comprehension about his life and works. It is on 

Google Classroom where you can do it directly 

      Literacy – Writing / Grammar 

1. Spelling - This week have a practise of your 

spelling. You should write each of your words 3x using 

look, say, cover write and check then put them in a 

sentence. You may need to check what they mean 

before you do this. You can do this straight onto 

Google Classroom or in your jotter. Pick the words 

from your group.  
 –  Learning intention – I can spell commonly 

misspelled words - Z, Giraffes, Tigers, Elephants and 

Crocs – commonly misspelled words in English 

language – cheerfulness, choose, chose, chosen, 

coincidence, companies, compliment, concede, 

condemn. 

I can use and recognise a spelling pattern – qu Lions – 

quiz, quit, quick, quiet, queen, liquid, quote, equal.  

 

2. Learning Intention – I can write a poem. This will 

finish our mini poetry section. There have been many 

superheroes throughout both lockdowns including 

nurses, doctors and everyone else in the NHS (there 

are loads of jobs there), supermarket workers, bus 

drivers, food bank workers, community hub workers, 

cleaners, Joe Wicks, Captain Tom, Care Home 

workers, the emergency workers, school staff, 

parents and other family members. To reinforce and 

extend our writing work of last week your job is to 

write another rhyming poem. Again it should be in 

rhyming couplets - a Rhyming Couplet is two lines of 

the same length that rhyme and complete one 

thought. There is no limit to the length of the 

lines. Rhyming words are words that sound the same 

when spoken, they don't necessarily have to be spelt 

the same. It should be about someone who you think 

Numeracy 

Triangles- Go onto page 175 of Leckie and Leckie. This 

week the learning intention is - I can substitute 

numbers in formulae. Use what you have already learned 

about how algebra is written,  simplified, how you 

collect like terms and BODMAS etc. to complete pages 

175 and 176. Pay particular attention to the bottom of 

page 176 – do you feel you can do these?  Again you can 

do this all in one sitting or spread it out throughout the 

week and you should self mark. It would be handy if you 

could photograph your work and put it up on google 

classroom or make a remark on how you did so I am 

aware of how you are getting on. Remember if you have 

any questions pop them up on Google Classroom.  

 

Rectangles and squares – learning intention is I work out 

a percentage of an amount.  If 100% is 50 then you can 

work out what 10% is as 10% is  1/10 of 100 so all you 

will need to do is divide the 50 by 10 to find 10%. If you 

can find 10% then you can find 20% by multiplying by 2, 

30% by finding 10% then multiplying by 3 etc. Do the 

worksheet online so I can mark it or complete it in your 

jotter. The sheet is at the end of the grid. Remember 

if you are working out a reduction as in a sale price you 

will need to subtract the reduction from the original 

amount the item cost to find out what the new cost is.  

 

Circles - Your learning intention is to add near tens to a 

two digit number. Remember you know how to add 10 on 

– the ones do not change and the tens increase. I f we 

are adding on 9 you can add on 10 and then take away 1 

as 9 is one less than 10. To add on 11 simply add on 10 

then add on 1. On both of these the tens will change but 

so will the ones. Good luck! The worksheet is at the end 
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or at the end of this grid. Read the passage 

and questions carefully then answer them in 

full sentences, using a capital letter and a full 

stop.  

 

 

 

is a superhero but doesn’t wear a cape. You do not 

necessarily want to be them but you respect them. It 

might not even be due to lockdown, it may be for 

another reason. Your poem can be as long as you 

would like to make it but should be no fewer than 6 

lines long and you should really challenge yourself 

here.  

Here is mine. You can ‘borrow’ my opening line if you 

like.  

 

Ma sister is my hero, but she would nae wear a cape,  

She’s only three years younger, and she used to be an 

ape,  

We used to fight like cat and dog, for mum it wasnae 

fun,  

When we got caught, we occasionally got a smack 

upon the bum,  

But we grew up and time does change the relationship 

you’ve got,  

There are no smacks now but hugs a plenty as we’ve 

both been through  quite a lot,  

I’ve realised that she’s the one, who’s there through 

thick and thin,  

When I am ill or need a friend  I remember she’s the 

yin,  

She is a nurse and she works hard to help folk’s 

hearts get better,  

When they are sick and don’t feel well she is a target 

setter,  

I can honestly say a brilliant girl Tracy will always be,  

A superhero, a wonder woman, and a special friend to 

me!  

 

of the grid or you could do it straight on Google 

Classroom.  Good luck! 

 

2. Triangles LI –I can work out a percentage of a 

number. Go to https://www.geogebra.org/m/nZtrNqWq 

and complete the percentage spider – it is not as 

frightening as it sounds, promise. 

 

Rectangles and Squares – I understand the link between 

percentages, decimals and fractions. Go to  

https://mathsframe.co.uk/en/resources/resource/120/

match_fractions_decimals_and_percentages#.UCdcd2

MsCEY and play at level 2 – good practise 😉 

 

Circles – I can identify digits in a two digit number. Go 

and play place value basketball here. 

https://www.topmarks.co.uk/learning-to-count/place-

value-basketball Have fun! 

 

 

https://www.geogebra.org/m/nZtrNqWq
https://mathsframe.co.uk/en/resources/resource/120/match_fractions_decimals_and_percentages#.UCdcd2MsCEY
https://mathsframe.co.uk/en/resources/resource/120/match_fractions_decimals_and_percentages#.UCdcd2MsCEY
https://mathsframe.co.uk/en/resources/resource/120/match_fractions_decimals_and_percentages#.UCdcd2MsCEY
https://www.topmarks.co.uk/learning-to-count/place-value-basketball
https://www.topmarks.co.uk/learning-to-count/place-value-basketball
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For those of you who read this carefully my sister is 

Tracy and really is a nurse who helps people who have 

trouble with their hearts, and she really is my best 

friend! (This wasn’t always the case and I am sure it 

will happen with you and your siblings, promise!) 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                Maths 

1. Learning Intention - I can identify right 

angles. It is sometime since we have looked at 

angles. Remember an angle is where two lines 

meet and they can be measured in degrees. A 

right angle looks like an L (it can be back to 

front and upside down remember) and 

measures 90⁰. Your job is to tell me how many 

right angles you can find within the diagrams on 

the sheet. You will find it on Google classroom 

and at the end of this grid.  

2. I can identify obtuse and acute angles. An 

obtuse angle measures more than 90⁰and so is 

wider and an acute angle measures less than 

90⁰ and is narrower. How many of both of 

these can you find? Fill in the sheet directly on 

Google Classroom or in your jotter.  

 

 

HWB 

1. PE Learning intention –I can develop my gross and 

fine motor skills.  

Using an item of your choice, can you perform keepie 

uppies by using different parts of your body? You 

may wish to just use your hands or feet, but the rule 

is to keep the object from touching the ground. It 

doesn’t have to be a ball – lighter objects like 

balloons give you greater moving and thinking time. 

Keep your highest score before the object drops and 

even set yourself time challenges. You could also 

challenge a family member for fun!  

2. Learning Intention – I recognise strategies that 

improve my mental health. Take the time to listen to 

some of your favourite music this week. I think you 

know what mine might be! Find a quiet place (on your 

bed maybe?)  and a piece of music you like - you could 

put on your headphones on (if you have them) and 

listen to the music. I find this very soothing as 

                 French 

1. Tune in on Friday at 11am to Lingobox learning.  

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCO4YR8hhRveNhv

Zrz9xptDQ/featured   Today’s lesson is on a French 

workout. 

2. Last week you should have practised your numbers 1-

20 in French. This week extend that by doing numbers 

to 50. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wlYqz2unHKc   

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCO4YR8hhRveNhvZrz9xptDQ/featured
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCO4YR8hhRveNhvZrz9xptDQ/featured
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wlYqz2unHKc
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usually my choice is classical music, classic rock or 

Abba! 

 

             Family Learning 

1.Learning Intention - I can share what I know 

and ask questions to direct my own learning 

Our next topic, which will begin shortly, will 

focus on our local area in Penicuik, how the land 

is used, how we can look after it and using maps 

to support our knowledge of this. Speak with a 

parent or grandparent to find out what the 

family knows about Penicuik and what you might 

like to learn then complete the KWL grid to 

share with me and your classmates. If you do 

not know about a subject that is fine- try to 

think what you might like to find out! 

2. Take the time this week to vacuum your 

room – mum/dad might faint but do it just to 

show you are willing. Then polish the hard 

surfaces so not only will it look good it will 

smell nice too! If you really want to get in your 

parents’ good books doing more than your room 

will work wonders! 

  

 

 

 

      Learning Across the Curriculum 

Geography- Scottish Cities and Mountains 

Learning Intention - I can locate cities and mountains 

on a map of Scotland. 

 1. There are seven cities in Scotland but do you 

know where they all are? Label the cities on the 

sheet below or in our classroom using Google Maps to 

help you. 

 2. Now can you label the Scottish Mountains? 

 

Challenge- Which mountain is the highest in Scotland 

 

Learning Across the Curriculum 

Outdoor Learning – look at both tasks here together!  

One of my favourite activities because I love birds!  

Learning Intention – I can identify common British wild 

birds. The Big Garden Birdwatch with the RSPB takes 

place this week. – a wildlife survey. Watch, from your 

window, go to the park, your garden or go for a walk and 

count and identify the birds you see. The website is full 

of tips and tricks. Use the bird spotting sheet below or 

on the website to help. https://www.rspb.org.uk/get-

involved/activities/birdwatch/  

 

https://www.rspb.org.uk/get-involved/activities/birdwatch/
https://www.rspb.org.uk/get-involved/activities/birdwatch/
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2.  Art – I can create a line drawing/ capture a 

photograph.  Use the information you have collected 

doing the above survey and now complete a line drawing 

of one of the birds or take a photograph of one – they 

are difficult to get on camera. Add your photo/picture 

to the sheet on Google classroom, which everyone will 

be able to add to or put your efforts up on Cuiken 

twitter.  Here’s mine to get you started – a beautiful 

blue tit!  I managed to capture it in the October 

holidays. Mine isn’t a great example but is taken with 

my mobile phone!  
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Complete each activity on the grid – these can be completed in Green Jotter you were given. 

 


